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Streszczenie—Uncertain, unpredictable, real-time, and life-
long evolution causes operational failures in intelligent software
systems, leading to significant damages, safety and security
hazards, and tragedies. To fully unleash such systems’ potential
and facilitate their wider adoption, ensuring the trustworthi-
ness of their decision-making under uncertainty is the prime
challenge. To overcome this challenge, an intelligent software
system and its operating environment should be continuously
monitored, tested, and refined during its lifetime operation.
Existing technologies, such as digital twins, can enable con-
tinuous synchronisation with such systems to reflect their
most up-to-date states. Such representations are often in the
form of prior-knowledge-based and machine-learning models,
together called ‘model universe’. In this paper, we present
our vision of combining techniques from software engineering,
evolutionary computation, and machine learning to support the
model universe evolution.
Index Terms—Model Universe, System Universe, Coevolu-
tion, Epigenetics, Machine Learning

I. Motivation

Intelligent software systems are transforming business,
life, and the global economy. Machine learning (ML)
techniques are often employed in such systems to enable
nontrivial autonomous decision-making under uncertain-
ties, thereby being intelligent [1]. Such systems are prone
to unforeseen situations in operation due to several factors,
including 1) various degrees of uncertainty in physical
environments and networks; 2) the probabilistic, non-
backwards-traceable nature of the inner workings of the
ML techniques employed; 3) unpredictable or design-time-
unknown operating environments; and 4) the systems’ own
continuous and lifelong learning/evolution.
Such uncertain, unpredictable, real-time, and lifelong
evolution causes operational failures in intelligent so-
ftware systems, leading to significant damages, safety
and security hazards, and tragedies. Hence, ensuring the
dependability of such systems at design and development
time alone is insufficient to ensure their dependability in
real-world operation. Current approaches (e.g., testing)
are insufficient before such systems are deployed since it is
impossible to know all the critical situations these systems
will experience in the real world. Some of these situations
appear only during their operations, and it is also hard (if
even possible) to predict when and why. To fully unleash
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intelligent software systems’ potential and facilitate their
wider adoption, ensuring the trustworthiness of their
decision-making under uncertainty is the prime challenge.
Hence, intelligent software systems should be continu-
ously monitored, tested, and refined with real-world data
to ensure they can gracefully handle all uncertain and
unknown situations during their lifetime. Current techno-
logies, such as digital twins (digital and live representa-
tions of systems), can enable continuous synchronisation
with the systems to reflect their most up-to-date states
[2]. Such representations are often in the form of prior-
knowledge-based and ML models (i.e., model universe).
The former is widely used to represent software systems;
however, such models have a limited capability to support
the runtime analyses, reasoning, validation, and validation
of intelligent software systems during their operations
in uncertain environments. This is simply because the
prior knowledge required to create these models is only
partially available and, in some cases, has yet to be
discovered. Even worse, soon after their creation, these
models become obsolete and useless. This obsolescence is
accelerated when ML techniques are employed since ML
models face performance degradation over time due to, for
example, data drift, and they must inevitably evolve when
more data becomes available during the operation of such
systems. To stay alive and, therefore, valid and functional,
the model universe must continuously evolve to faithfully
represent the system of interest and its environment (i.e.,
system universe).

II. Concept Formulation and State-of-the-art

We present the key concepts and their relationships in
Figure 1. In the rest of the section, we discuss them in
detail.
1) Model and system universes: A model is considered
an ‘informative representation of an object, person or sys-
tem’ [3]. System models are simplified representations of
reality’s essential or relevant entities and their properties
at particular points in time and/or space that form parti-
cular interests, importance, and concerns and serve specific
purposes. Models are prevailingly used in software/system
engineering and are often classified into two categories
regarding their construction: prior-knowledge-based and
data-driven models. The former comprises models such as
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Rysunek 1. Concepts and their relations. A system universe (an
intelligent software system and its operating environment) is repre-
sented by its model universe (prior-knowledge-based and ML models
with intelligent capabilities).

3D models created with simulators (e.g., for virtual surgi-
cal planning), Simulink, and Systems Modeling Language
(SysML) models for model-based system engineering [4],
[5]; the latter mainly refers to ML models, e.g., AlexNet
for image classification [6] and YOLO for object detection
[7].
The model universe of a system universe provides the
proper basis for reasoning about the system universe and
enables decision makings of all kinds. Here, we use the
term ‘universe’ to emphasise that our universe is 95%
unknown [8]; similarly, the system and model universes
contain many unknowns. Furthermore, knowing the uni-
verse is about understanding its formation and evolution,
and such an understanding is essential for building a
theory based on which scientific extrapolations can be
made about the future of the universe.
2) Uncertainties: The concept of ‘uncertainty’ can be
traced back to the philosophical question about the
certainty of knowledge, debated by the ancient Greek
philosophers, including Aristotle. Uncertainty has attrac-
ted significant attention since it is inherent in intelligent
software systems and their operating environments [9]–
[13]. One representative example is the uncertain opera-
ting environments of autonomous driving vehicles (i.e.,
external uncertainties) and inherent uncertainties of their
behaviours due to the use of ML models for perception
and path planning, among other decision-making tasks
(i.e., internal uncertainties). Moreover, models aimed at
understanding, reasoning, and predicting system behavio-
urs make assumptions of all kinds. Therefore, a model
universe devised for a system universe contains two types
of uncertainties: objective uncertainties, which refer to
phenomena whose existence and nature are independent
of any observing agency, and subjective uncertainties,
which refer to information existing within some agency
derived from that agency’s observations and/or reasoning
(i.e., belief agents) [14]. When gaining more knowledge,
subjective uncertainties can evolve into objective ones.
Uncertainties can also be classified into shallow uncer-
tainties and deep uncertainties. Being shallow means that

the probabilities of the outcomes are well known; therefore,
future events can be reasonably predicted by the past.
On the other hand, deep uncertainties refer to contexts
in which the probabilities of the outcomes are poorly
known, unknown, or unknowable, such that past events
can give little insight into future ones [8]. Though deep
uncertainties have been discussed in, for example, natural
hazard risk assessment [15] and financial investments in
climate change [16], they are rarely recognised in software
engineering.
Uncertainties in ML refer to the lack of confidence
in an ML model’s output. Estimating them is essential
to determine if they are low enough that the output
can be trusted. Typically, they are classified into (irre-
ducible) aleatory uncertainties and (reducible) epistemic
uncertainties, referring to the inherent stochasticity of
the observations and the lack of training data. The
software engineering community has only recently studied
uncertainty in ML. It, therefore, still primarily focuses on,
for example, applying uncertainty quantification methods
to supervise ML systems [17]–[20] with tool support [21]–
[23]. All these works limit the scope to uncertainties caused
by the (inherent) limitations of learned ML models, that
is, not covering data quality uncertainty (e.g., where the
quality of the input data is lower than the training data’s)
and scope compliance uncertainty (concerning differences
between a modelled context and its intended application
context), as classified in [24]. The gap between uncerta-
inties understood and captured in prior-knowledge-based
models of the model universe and uncertainties recognised
and quantified in its ML models is also not yet bridged.
3) Evolution of Prior-knowledge-based and ML models:
The common practice of software engineering is to manu-
ally and offline evolve models created based on prior know-
ledge with methods such as inference engines (e.g., Daikon
[25]). For instance, Zhang et al. proposed data-augmented
model evolution methods supported by model execution
and simulation techniques [26] to semi-automatically evo-
lve Unified Modeling Language (UML) state machines
and uncertainty measurements. Considering the multi-
paradigm modelling (MPM) nature of the model universe,
its evolution involves the evolution of models belonging to
the same modelling paradigm (e.g., SysML block definition
diagrams and state machines) and the coevolution of
models across MPM (e.g., Modelica models and 3D CAD
models). In the literature, solutions have been proposed
for MPM and co-simulations [27], [28], but not for the
coevolution of such models. For instance, UncerTolve [29]
advanced state of the art by using real operational data
from CPSs to evolve test models in UML and subjective
uncertainties offline, and DeepCollision [30] and LiveTCM
[31] evolve test scenarios of autonomous driving vehicles
in a 3D virtual environment with reinforcement learning.
ML models are often statically learned from historical
data with ML techniques. Most domain adaptation and
lifelong learning methods address data drift offline, requ-



iring the availability of both source and target domain in-
formation beforehand, an assumption that prevents them
from being applied in real contexts. For instance, RISE-DT
[18] is one such approach: it automatically evolves a digital
twin (with its model captured in automata and its capabi-
lity enabled with an ML model) to be applied to a different
application context of industrial elevator systems with
transfer learning offline. However, online methods must
fit the real-time context of evolving the model universe.
Online domain adaptation has recently been proposed to
continuously handle data drift for semantic segmentation
under ever-changing conditions during deployment [32]. In
addition, to learn from non-stationary (where data become
incrementally available over time) real-world data, lifelong
or continual learning – that is, continually evolving (via
acquiring, turning and transferring) knowledge throughout
lifespans across domains – seems promising [33]. The
most recent advance in this field is online lifelong and
continual learning [34], [35], suitable for model universe
evolution. Still, we need to see applications and empirical
studies, which are currently largely unavailable. Despite
these efforts, there needs to be a solution enabling the
holistic coevolution of the model universe.
4) Coevolution of model and system universes: Due to
uncertainties, a system universe is naturally an evolutio-
nary reality. Therefore, its corresponding model universe
should be an evolutionary model of the evolutionary
reality. Any mechanical model (without the dynamics of
changing for ‘good’) is doomed to be useless. As well put
by George Box in [36], ‘all models are wrong, but some
are useful’. This statement initially referred to statistical
models but now generally applies to all models. During
modelling, assumptions are made to understand and
predict the system universe. When the system universe
evolves, to be valid, the model universe needs to evolve
itself accordingly by 1) validating knowns (captured in
the model universe) with new information obtained from
the system universe, 2) refining subjective uncertainties, 3)
discovering unknowns to invalidate captured assumptions,
and 4) recognise the unknowable.
Without a suitable evolution mechanism, the difference
between the model and system universes becomes promi-
nent, and decisions based on an outdated model universe
are prone to errors. To maintain the model universe’s
usefulness, it must be continuously evolved to remain alive.
We, therefore, define evolution in the model universe as
its progression towards a direction from an uncertain or
worse state to a more certain or better one in terms of
supporting the system universe’s development, operation,
and maintenance. We consider coevolution in universes
as an evolution involving interactions of more than one
model type in the model universe or interactions across
the model and system universes.
5) Coevolutionary algorithms: Evolutionary computa-
tion has been applied to solve many optimisation pro-
blems, e.g., test optimisation [37]–[39], product confi-

guration optimisation [40], [41], and optimisations in
requirements engineering [42], [43]. A subset of evolutio-
nary algorithms, coevolutionary algorithms evaluate an
individual’s fitness based on how the individual performs
against others in the population [44], known as indirect
fitness. Relationships such as competition and cooperation
among individuals are vital in designing coevolutionary
algorithms, which can help simulate real-world scenarios
such as pedestrian detection [44] and search for game-
playing strategies [45].
Coevolutionary algorithms are often implemented in
different metaheuristic algorithms – such as genetic al-
gorithms (GA), genetic programming, and differential
evolution [46] – evidence shows that coevolutionary and
conventional evolutionary algorithms can complement
each other very well. In software engineering, although
coevolution has been leveraged in addressing software
development and testing challenges – as in test case
generation by coevolving test inputs and test oracles
[47], automatic programming [48] and software correction
[49], and the coevolution of models and tests [50] – it
is still largely unexplored for addressing complex and
practical problems requiring novel coevolution strategies
implemented in suitable evolutionary algorithms.
6) Epigenetics and epigenetic algorithms: ‘Epigenetics
studies heritable changes in gene expression that oc-
cur without changes in DNA sequence’ in response to
environmental changes [51]. An example is an octopus
temporarily changing colour to one not encoded in its
DNA in response to environmental threats [52]. Several
recent reviews have studied the role of epigenetics in
domesticated animals [53], plants [54], and humans [55].
For instance, diverse environmental behaviours (e.g. stress,
exercise, and exposure to a toxic environment) bring
epigenetic changes (both positive and adverse) in humans
during their life spans.
We postulate that epigenetic algorithms fit model
universe evolution well because 1) genes passed down
from parents (genetic inheritance) cannot react to sudden
changes in the environment by themselves, but epigenetic
inheritance, by controlling how genes work, allows for
fast adaptation when appropriate, increasing the speed
of convergence while maintaining stability in a changing
environment; 2) epigenetic mechanisms have the potential
to respond – and probably in most cases positively – to
all types of uncertainties if we constrain the direction of
evolution; and 3) epigenetic and coevolutionary algorithms
are both nature-inspired and hence can be naturally
incorporated.
Only a few epigenetic algorithms have been proposed:
epiGA [56] implements gene silencing and integrates it into
GA to control how genes are expressed or turned on or off
in response to environmental uncertainties; EpiLearn [57]
encodes dynamic environmental changes as an epigenetic
layer in a learning process to allow for adaptive and
efficient learning; and RELEpi [57] supports the coevolving



decision making of groups of agents (swarms) in uncertain
environments, although it has not yet proven effective for
real-world problems.
Though these works demonstrate that epigenetic algori-
thms are a promising direction for coping with uncertainty
and unknowns, we are far from being able to apply them
to handle uncertainties in model universe evolution due to
1) rarely seeing implementations of epigenetic mechanisms
from biology, 2) the lack of real-world applications, and
3) the unavailability of experimental frameworks, empi-
rical data, and research communities. This is because
epigenetics in biology is relatively new and complex, and
epigenetic encoding for real applications requires a deep
understanding of application contexts, problems to be
solved, and epigenetic mechanisms.
Concluding remark. There is no holistic method for
evolving the model universe of a system universe under
unknown uncertainties because the model universe’s evolu-
tion: 1) needs to be online and autonomous, 2) is triggered
at different times and in different spaces, 3) is tightly
entangled with uncertainties of various types and degrees,
4) needs to coordinate diverse modelling paradigms, and
5) needs to interact with the system universe during its
operation efficiently.

III. The Way forward

1) Identify universe coevolution patterns: We first
need to understand primary coevolution triggers (e.g.,
discovering unknowns in prior-knowledge–based models,
obtaining new data for adapting ML models), the time
points that trigger each coevolution (e.g., upon receiving
a new batch of data, as soon as an uncertain event
occurs), and the conditions under which each model
needs to be evolved to keep themselves alive and the
data requirements (e.g., quality and quantity). Following
the common practice of model-based engineering, these
understandings can be specified as a metamodel, based
on which methodologies and tools to specify, characterise,
and automatically identify each pattern can be proposed.
2) Inspired by coevolution mechanisms in nature:
Coevolution mechanisms in nature can provide inspiration
for designing and applying coevolutionary algorithms;
however, not all coevolution mechanisms can be directly
implemented in coevolutionary algorithms, mainly because
these mechanisms are complex and we have only a limited
understanding of them. It is therefore important to only
implement their essential features. For instance, some
interactions between the model and system universes
might be mapped to commensalism, where the model
universe benefits from the interactions with the system
universe (e.g., evolving itself with data received from the
system universe) while the system universe remains unaf-
fected. Future research is needed to systematically map
universe coevolution patterns (representing the problems
to be solved) to coevolution mechanisms in nature, which
will leverage the identification of existing coevolutionary

algorithms and the development of novel coevolutionary
algorithms to enable model universe evolution.
3) Develop uncertainty taxonomy, metamodel, quanti-
fication, and management methods: We need to develop
a comprehensive uncertainty taxonomy to support end-
to-end uncertainty management, characterising and qu-
antifying uncertainties (with the uncertainty metamodel
to be devised) which results in uncertainty models being
managed as part of the model universe. We will also need
to integrate various uncertainty quantification methods
for ML and prior-knowledge–based models to efficien-
tly enable holistic end-to-end uncertainty quantification
that involves more than one quantification method, for
example, connecting subjective uncertainties from prior-
knowledge models to objective uncertainties from sen-
sory data and, further, to uncertainties in ML models’
predictions, which could lead to uncertain decision ma-
king and the actuation of physical devices. A solution
needs to systematically select and base itself on various
uncertainty-related theories, such as probability theory for
quantifying the likelihood of known outcomes, possibility
theory for situations in which the probability of an event
is unknown or unknowable, Bayesian decision theory and
Bayesian updating to update the prior knowledge of belief
agents about given events, prospect theory for (subjective)
human decision making under uncertainty and risk (e.g.,
pedestrians crossing roads), chaos theory for modelling,
analysing, and improving system robustness, Dempster-
Shafer theory in handling situations lacking complete
information, and combinations of theories, powering end-
to-end uncertainty-aware model universe evolution.
4) Propose coevolutionary algorithms and epigenetics-
inspired algorithms: An envisioned solution must be
autonomous, data-augmented, and online, which puts high
requirements on its efficiency. To achieve this, we must
first rely on coevolutionary algorithms by developing opti-
mal encoding mechanisms for each coevolution pattern,
defining subjective internal measures for fitness, defining
adaptive problem decomposition structures, and overco-
ming challenges such as avoiding local optima, scaling,
and measuring performance. In response to uncertainties,
we need to develop epigenetics-inspired algorithms that
mimic biological adaptations in species by encoding each
model universe’s evolution pattern in the form of genomes
and epigenomes (both responsible for the regulation and
expression of genetic information), implementing generic
epigenetic operators based on three epigenetic mechani-
sms (DNA methylation, histone modification, and RNA
editing), and simulating uncertainties in gene expressions
through epigenetic changes by applying epigenetic opera-
tors to genes in the model universe through mechanisms
such as the introduction of epigenetic drift (i.e., where the
epigenetic marks change over time) and combing different
epigenetic operators.
5) Design multi-agent evolutionary reinforcement lear-
ning methods: We need to introduce coevolutionary algo-



rithms to multi-agent reinforcement learning by matching
each model in the model universe as a learning agent, its
environment as the system universe, and other models
(i.e., agents) in the model universe. For instance, for
policy-based reinforcement learning, one can let agents
compete or cooperate (or other coevolution mechanisms)
to learn from their interactions, evolve the agents’ policies
via the coevolutionary process, and design the agents’
rewards to encourage or discourage their behaviours. We
will introduce epigenetic mechanisms to coevolutiona-
ry algorithms based on uncertainties under study, for
example, by controlling gene expressions in response to
the environmental changes of individuals in an agent’s
population, influencing the evolution of individuals by
controlling genetic operators such as mutation rates, and
controlling the selection of individuals for reproduction.
When integrating epigenetic and coevolutionary algori-
thms with multi-agent reinforcement learning, we can
use coevolutionary algorithms to evolve the policies of
multiple agents in a reinforcement learning setting and
use the epigenetic mechanisms to modulate the agents’
policies based on their experiences and interactions with
other agents/models and the environment (i.e., the system
universe).
Impact. Intelligent software systems are used in many
applications, such as healthcare, agriculture, transporta-
tion, and manufacturing, and have an enormous impact
on our lives and demand a high degree of dependability on
these systems’ operations. With the envisioned solution,
the dependability of the current and future intelligent
software systems will be significantly improved through
fully-fledged model universes capable of robustly dealing
with uncertainties in real time.
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